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Asymmetries in core-collapse supernovae from
maps of radioactive 44Ti in CassiopeiaA
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Asymmetry is required by most numerical simulations of stellar
core-collapse explosions, but the form it takes differs significantly
among models. The spatial distribution of radioactive 44Ti, syn-
thesized in an exploding star near the boundary between material
fallingbackonto thecollapsingcoreandthat ejected into the surround-
ingmedium1, directlyprobes theexplosionasymmetries.CassiopeiaA
is a young2, nearby3, core-collapse4 remnant fromwhich 44Ti emission
has previously been detected5–8 but not imaged. Asymmetries in the
explosion have been indirectly inferred fromahigh ratio of observed
44Ti emission to estimated 56Ni emission9, fromoptical light echoes10,
and from jet-like features seen in the X-ray11 and optical12 ejecta.

Here we report spatial maps and spectral properties of the 44Ti in
Cassiopeia A. This may explain the unexpected lack of correlation
between the 44Ti and iron X-ray emission, the latter being visible
only in shock-heated material. The observed spatial distribution
rules out symmetric explosions even with a high level of convective
mixing, as well as highly asymmetric bipolar explosions resulting
from a fast-rotating progenitor. Instead, these observations provide
strong evidence for thedevelopmentof low-modeconvective instabil-
ities in core-collapse supernovae.
Titanium-44 is produced in Si burning in the innermost regions of

thematerial ejected in core-collapse supernovae, in the same processes
that produce Fe and 56Ni (ref. 13). The decay of radioactive 44Ti (in the
decay chain 44TiR 44ScR 44Ca) results in three emission lines of roughly
equal intensity at 67.86, 78.36 and 1,157 keV. Previous detections of
the 1,157-keV line by the COMPTEL5 instrument on the Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory and of the 67.86- and 78.36-keV lines by the
satellite X-ray telescopes Beppo-SAX6, RXTE7 and INTEGRAL8 were
of relatively low statistical significance individually, but when com-
bined8 they indicate a flux in each of the 67.86 and 78.36 keV lines of
(2.36 0.3)3 1025 photons (ph) cm22 s21. For an explosion date of
AD 16712, a distance of 3.4 kpc (ref. 3) and a half-life of 60 yr (ref.
14), this translates into a synthesized 44Ti mass of 1:6z0:6

{0:33 1024
M[,

whereM[ is the solar mass. Because of the limited spectral and spatial
resolution, previous observations are not able to constrain the line
centroid or spatial distribution within the remnant, although the
non-detection of the 1,157-keV line by INTEGRAL/SPI has been used
to place a lower limit of 500 km s21 on the line width.
The space-basedNuclear Spectroscopic TelescopeArray (NuSTAR)

high-energy X-ray telescope15, which operates in the band from 3 to
79 keV, observed CasA, the remnant of a type IIb supernova4, for mul-
tiple epochs between August 2012 and June 2013 with a total exposure

of 1.2Ms (Extended Data Table 1). The spectrum (Fig. 1) shows two
clear, resolved emission lines with centroids redshifted by ,0.5 keV
relative to the rest-frame 44Ti decays of 67.86 and 78.36 keV. The tele-
scope optics response cuts off at 78.39 keV (owing to the Pt K edge in
the reflective coatings), which may affect the measured line centroid,
width and flux of the 78.36-keV line, and so we focus on the 67.86-keV
line for quantitative analysis. All errors are given at 90% confidence
unless otherwise stated. We measure a line flux of 1.516 0.313
1025 ph cm22 s21, implying a 44Ti yield of (1.256 0.3)3 1024

M[.
This confirms previous spatially integrated 44Ti yield measurements
with a high statistical significance (Methods). The 44Ti line is redshifted
by 0.476 0.21 keV, corresponding to a bulk line-of-sight Doppler
velocity of 1,100–3,000 km s21. The line is also broadened with a
Gaussian half-width at half-maximum of 0.866 0.26 keV. Assuming
a uniformly expanding sphere, the corresponding velocity for the fast-
est material is 5,3506 1,610 km s21.
The spatial distribution of emission in the 65–70-keV band (Fig. 2

and Extended Data Fig. 1) shows that the 44Ti is clumpy and is slightly
extended along the ‘jet’ axis seen in in the X-ray Si/Mg emission11 and
fast-moving optical knots12. There are also knots (that is, compact
regions of emission) clearly evident off the jet axis. There is no evident
alignment of the emission opposite to the direction of motion of the
compact central object (CCO) as might be expected if the CCO kick
involves an instability at the accretion shock16.
We find that at least 80% (ExtendedData Fig. 2) of the observed 44Ti

emission is contained within the reverse-shock radius as projected on
the plane of the sky. Assuming a ,5,000 km s21 expansion velocity
from above and an age of 340 yr, the fastest-moving, outermost mater-
ial with the highest line-of-sight velocity is 1.86 0.5 pc from the centre
of the explosion, which is consistent with the 1.6-pc radius estimated
for the reverse shock17. This rules out the possibility that the 44Ti is
elongated along the line of sight and exterior to the reverse shock and is
only observed in the interior of the remnant due to projection effects.
We conclude that a majority of the 44Ti is in the unshocked interior.
A striking feature of the NuSTAR 44Ti spatial distribution is the lack

of correlation with the Fe K-shell emission measured by the Chandra
X-ray observatory (Fig. 3). In a supernova explosion, incomplete Si
burning produces ejecta enrichedwith a range of elements including Si
and Fe, whereas ‘pure’ Fe ejecta result either from complete Si burning
or from the a-particle-rich freeze-out process that also produces 44Ti.
Although the fraction of Fe in such pure ejecta is difficult to constrain
observationally18, most models predict that a significant fraction of the
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Fe is produced in close physical proximity to the 44Ti. Some correlation
would therefore be expected. The simplest explanation for the lack of
correlation is that much of the Fe-rich ejecta have not yet been pene-
trated by the reverse shock and therefore do not radiate in the X-ray
band. Whereas X-rays from 44Ti decay are produced by a nuclear
transition and directly trace the distribution of synthesized material,
the Fe X-ray emission results from an atomic transition and traces the
(mathematical) product of the Fe density and the density of shock-
heated electrons; without the hot electrons, the Fe will not be visible in
the X-rays. A possible explanation of our observations is that the bulk
of the Fe ejecta in CasA have not yet been shock-heated, further
constraining models18–20 of the remnant as well as the total amount

of Fe. An alternative explanation is that most of the Fe is already
shocked and visible, and that some mechanism decouples the produc-
tion of 44Ti andFe and produces the observed uncorrelated spatialmap.
Unshocked or cool, dense material (material that either was never

heated or has already cooled after being shock-heated) might still be
visible in the optical or infrared spectral band. The Spitzer space tele-
scope observes line emission from interior ejecta primarily in [Si II] but
it seems that there is not a significant amount of Fe present in these
regions21. However, if unshocked ejecta are of sufficiently low density
or have the wrong ionization states, then they will be invisible in the
infrared and optical. Low-density Fe-rich regions may in fact exist
interior to the reverse-shock radius as a result of inflation of the emit-
ting material by radioactivity (the ‘nickel bubble’ effect22).
The concentration of Fe-rich ejecta inferred from maps in X-ray

atomic transitions iswell outside the regionwhere it is synthesized, and
not in the centre of the remnant interior to the reverse shock. This
observation has been used to suggest the operation of a strong instab-
ility similar to that proposed for SN1993J23. The presence of a signifi-
cant fraction of the 44Ti interior to the reverse shock and the implied
presence of interior ‘invisible’ iron requires this conclusionbe revisited.
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Figure 1 | The broadband hard-X-ray spectrum
of CasA. Data from both telescopes over all
epochs are combined and shown as black data
points with 1s error bars. The spectra are shown
combined and rebinned for plotting purposes only.
Also shown are the best-fit continuum models for
a power law (blue) and a model that describes
electron cooling due to synchrotron losses (red).
The continuum fits were obtained using the
10–60-keV data and extrapolated to 79 keV with
the best-fit values for the continuum models
provided in Extended Data Table 2, although the
choice of continuum model does not significantly
affect the measurement of the lines (Methods).
When the continuum is extrapolated to 79 keV,
clearly visible line features (Extended Data Fig. 5)
appear near the 44Ti line energies. Inset: zoomed
region around the 44Ti lines showing the data and
the twomodels on a linear scale. The vertical green
lines are the rest-frame energies of the 44Ti lines
(67.86 and 78.36 keV). A significant shift of
,0.5 keV to lower energy is evident for both lines,
indicating a bulk line-of-sight velocity away from
the observer. Details of the data analysis, including
a discussion of the NuSTAR background features
(Extended Data Fig. 4), are given in Methods.
Extended Data Table 3 lists the parameters of the
best-fit Gaussian models of these features with
the error estimates described in Methods.
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Figure 2 | A comparison of the spatial distribution of the 44Ti with the
known jet structure in CasA. The image is oriented in standard astronomical
coordinates as shown by the compass in the lower left and spans just over 59 on
a side. The 44Ti observed by NuSTAR is shown in blue, where the data have
been smoothed using a top-hat function with a radius shown in the lower right
(dashed circle). The 44Ti is clearly resolved into distinct knots and is non-
uniformly distributed and almost entirely contained within the central 10099
(Methods andExtendedData Fig. 2). Shown for context in green is theChandra
ratio image of the Si/Mg band (data courtesy of NASA/CXC; Si/Mg ratio image
courtesy of J. Vink), which highlights the jet–counterjet structure, the centre
of the expansion of the explosion2 (yellow cross) and the direction of motion of
the compact object (white arrow). In contrast to the bipolar feature seen in the
spatial distribution of Si ejecta, which argues for fast rotation or a jet-like
explosion, the distribution of 44Ti is much less elongated and contains knots of
emission away from the jet axis. A reason for thismay be that the Si originates in
the outer stellar layers and is probably highly influenced by asymmetries in the
circumstellar medium, unlike the 44Ti, which is produced in the innermost
layers near the collapsing core.
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The measured 44Ti line widths and distribution can directly con-
strain mixing in the supernova engine. As evidenced by SN 1987A,
mixing due to Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities occurring between the
explosion’s forward and reverse shocks (distinct from the remnant’s
forward and reverse shocks) may be important in some types of super-
nova explosion24. Because 44Ti is a good spatial tracer of 56Ni in all
established supernova models, we can compare the measured velocity
width to that predicted for 56Ni by simulations. We find that the
,5,000 km s21maximum velocity and the level of Doppler line broad-
ening compares well with type IIb models including mixing25 and
excludes models without the growth of large instabilities.
The evidence for asymmetries in the supernova explosion mech-

anism has grown steadily over the past several decades. Asymmetries
are implied by a number of observations26: the extensivemixing implied
in nearby supernovae (for example SN1987A), the high space velocities
of neutron stars and the polarization of supernova emission. Although
different external processes could separately explain each of these obser-
vations, it is generally assumed that the asymmetries arise in the explo-
sionmechanism.Anumber ofmechanismshave beenproposedwithin
the frameworkwhere the supernova engine is convectively enhanced27:
asymmetric collapse, asymmetries caused by rotation and asymmetries
caused by low-mode convection.Of these, rotation and low-mode con-
vection have received the most attention. Rotation tends to produce
bipolar explosions along the rotation axis where the ejecta velocities are
two to four times greater along this axis28 than in the rest of the ejecta.
Low-mode convection, including the standing accretion shock instabi-
lity, will produce a bipolar explosion in fast-rotating stars, but is likely
to produce higher-order modes in slowly rotating systems29.
To improve our understanding of the nature of the observed 44Ti

non-uniformity, we compare the observations with three-dimensional
models ofnormal core-collapse supernovaeusing aprogenitor designed
toproduce the high 44Ti/56Ni ratio needed tomatch the estimated yields

in the CasA remnant. We simulate two explosions that represent the
extremes of explosion asymmetry: a spherically symmetric explosion,
and an explosion representing a fast-rotating progenitor with arti-
ficially induced bipolar asymmetry where the explosion velocity in a
30uhalf-angle cone near the rotation axis is increasedby a factor of four
relative to the rest of the ejecta. The simulated 44Ti maps (Extended
Data Fig. 3) indicate that the level of observed non-uniformity inCasA
is far greater than what can be produced by the spherically symmetric
explosion, and that the bipolar explosion (where the bulk of the fast
44Ti remains within 30u of the rotation axis) cannot reproduce the
observed off-axis 44Ti knots. This argues against fast-rotating progeni-
tors as well as jet-like explosions, which are evenmore collimated than
the bipolar explosions. The supernova is better described by an inter-
mediate case, where the observed non-uniformity in the 44Ti is the
result of a multimodal explosion such as those predicted in both
low-mode Rayleigh–Taylor models29 and models including the stand-
ing accretion shock instability30. The CasA remnant provides the first
strong evidence that this low-mode convection must occur.

METHODS SUMMARY
A full description of the methods, including data analysis, background modelling,
error estimates, and supernovae simulations can be found in Methods.

Online Content Any additional Methods, ExtendedData display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Observations and preliminary data reduction.CasA was observed by NuSTAR
during August and November of 2012 and March and June of 2013 for a total of
over 1.2Ms of exposure (Extended Data Table 1). We reduced the NuSTAR data
with theNuSTARdata analysis software (NuSTARDAS) version 1.2.0 andNuSTAR
CALDB version 20130509. The NuSTARDAS pipeline software and associated
CALDB files are fullyHEASARC ftool compatible and arewritten andmaintained
jointly by the ASI Science Data Center (ASDC, Italy) and the NuSTAR Science
Operations Center (SOC, USA). The NuSTARDAS pipeline generates good time
intervals, which are time ranges for each observation that exclude periods when
the source is occulted by the Earth and when the satellite is transiting the South
Atlantic anomaly,which is a regionof highparticle background.The default ‘depth
cut’ is applied to reduce the internal background at high energies.
Background estimation and modelling. CasA is a bright, extended source, and
so there are no regions in the field of view of the telescope that can be used to
estimate directly the background in the source region. Instead we model the back-
ground and produce background images and spectra.
The NuSTAR background is well described by a non-focused cosmic X-ray

background (CXB) component, which dominates at low energies (,20 keV), a
focused CXB component and an internal background, composed of a continuum
along withmany lines due to radioactive decay in the instrument and fluorescence
from theCsI shield,whichdominates at higher energies31 (.20 keV). LongNuSTAR
deep-field observations from the ExtendedChandraDeep Field South andCosmo-
logical Evolution Survey observations were used to determine the spatial variation
of the CXB across each focal plane and the relative strength of the internal back-
ground for each detector. Typically, background regions free from source counts
are used to determine the normalization of the CXB components and the internal
background component (including the relative strengths of the internal background
lines that may show some long-term variation related to activation in the instru-
ment and spacecraft). We use the normalizations of the various components to
produce background images and to predict the background spectrumanywhere on
the detector (for example in the source region). In the case of CasA, we add an
additional phenomenological model to account for the redistribution of source
counts into the background regions via the wings of the point spread function
(Extended Data Fig. 4).
Background spectra are generated for the source region for each observation

epoch (excluding the contribution from the phenomenological model) using the
fakeit command in XSPEC with the exposure set to be the same as for the source
exposure. This results in a Poisson-distributed realization of the background
spectrum in the source region for each observation. We address the implications
of this below.
Background images are produced for the 65–70-keV band using the normal-

ization of the internal background (the CXB is negligible in this band) and the
known detector-to-detector amplitude variation. The background images pro-
duced by our model account for spatial variations in diffuse components as well
as focal plane efficiency variations.We combine the background images, weighting
them by the effective exposure.
There is both Pt andW in themultilayer coatings on the optics, which could give

rise to a source-dependent fluorescence lines near the 44Ti lines for sources with
spectra that extend above the Pt K edge. However, we do not see fluorescence lines
appearing in the spectra of targets used for the calibration of the optics, such as
bright X-ray binaries or the Crab Nebula.We infer that any fluorescence from the
multilayer coatings is too diffuse to observe.
Spatial distribution of the 44Ti in CasA. To generate the significance maps, we
convolve the mosaicked counts image and the accompanying background image
with a top-hat function of radius 2099 (8 image pixels).We calculate the probability
of detecting the observed number of counts or higher from aPoisson fluctuation in
the background.A region containing source countswould then have a lowPoisson
probability of being a random fluctuation in the background32. For the CasA 44Ti
image, we generate contours at probability levels of 2.73 1023 and 6.33 1025,
corresponding to background fluctuations of 3s and 4s (Extended Data Fig. 1). In
the 65–70-keV band, we find 5,721 counts interior to 15099, whereas our back-
ground model predicts 4,780 counts. This constitutes a 13.6s deviation from the
expected background, constituting a highly significant detection. However, this
detection cannot distinguish between any continuumor line contribution over this
band. The significance of the line is discussed below.
To estimate the radial distribution of the 44Ti, we compute the number of counts

contained in annuli with successively larger radii measured from the optical centre
of the remnant33 (right ascension, 23 h 23min27.77 s; declination,1586 489 49.499;
J2000), hereafter referred to as the centre of the remnant. We do the same opera-
tion with the background images to determine the expected background. After
subtracting the background, we find that more than 80% of the enclosed flux lies
within 10099 of the centre of the remnant (ExtendedData Fig. 2). The effects of the

optics point spread function and the vignetting (the loss of effective area as a
function of off-axis angle in the optics) on the radial distribution are not included
here. Both of these effects depend on the (unknown) intrinsic source distribution,
but neither should be strong enough to alter the statement that a majority of the
photons are found inside 10099.

Spectroscopy.We extracted a 12099-radius region centred on the optical centre of
CasA. We extracted source spectra, ARFs and RMFs for each observation using
the nuproducts FTOOL with the ‘extended source’ option. All ten spectra (five
epochs and two focal planemodules (FPMs)) were simultaneously fitted inXSPEC.
Because of the lownumber of source counts,weuse the ‘W-stat’ as the fit statistic in
XSPECandPearson’sx2 as the test statistic. The background subtractionmethod is
described below.

Previous hard-X-ray observations of CasA have shown that the hard-X-ray
continuum can be described either by the ‘powerlaw’ or ‘srcut’ standard spectral
model in XSPEC. We make a slight modification to the standard srcut model to
account for the softer radio-frequency photon index found in CasA (0.77 (ref. 34)
compared with 0.5, which is typical for srcut).

A detailed analysis of the underlying hard-X-ray continuum is beyond the scope
of this paper andwill be addressed in futurework, but herewemust determinehow
the choice of continuummodel affects the estimates of the 44Ti lines. To do this, we
first fit both models to the spectra over a 15–60-keV band pass. In this range, the
Poisson fluctuations of the background are negligible, and so we use a single
realization of the background spectrum. To compare the continuum models, we
use the ‘goodness’ command in XSPEC to generate 1,000 realizations of themodel
parameters based on the covariance matrix and compute the test statistic for each
of these model realizations. On average, 50% of the model realizations should
produce test statistic values greater than the best-fit test statistic value. If many
(more than 50%) of the simulated spectra produce fits with test statistic values less
than our best-fitmodel, thenwemay reject themodel. Becausewe are not attempt-
ing a physically motivatedmodel, but rather a good description of the continuum,
we do not constrain the srcut normalization (which is given in flux at 1GHz,
typically constrained from radio observations).However, for completenesswe also
include a constrained srcut model with the normalization at 1GHz fixed to be
2,720 Jy tomatch the value used by previous authors35. This value is the 1-GHz flux
at epoch 197734, although the decay rate of CasA’s 1-GHz flux, of 0.6% to 0.7% per
year36, gives a 1-GHz flux in 2013 of about 2,300 Jy.

The best-fit continuum parameters are given in Extended Data Table 2. The
power-lawmodel is a good fit to the continuum data and produces a better fit than
50% of the realizations, whereas the best-fit srcut model provides a better fit than
only 10% of the realizations. This suggests that we should reject the srcut model.
The constrained srcut model is rejected for similar reasons, and so we do not
include either of these continuummodels in our analysis below.A detailed analysis
of the continuum models and their spatial dependence will be undertaken in a
subsequent paper.

To fit the line parameters, we extend the fit range to 79 keV and observe
significant spectral features where we expect the 44Ti lines (Extended Data Fig. 5).
We add two emission lines to the continuum model using the ‘gauss’ XSPEC
model. This roughly corresponds to a spatially uniform, isotropically expanding
sphere of ejecta, which we acknowledge may not be the best representation of the
actual distribution. Detailed spatially resolved spectroscopy will be performed in
future work using additional future observations of CasA.

The 78.36-keV 44TiX-ray line is near the Pt absorption edge at 78.395 keV in the
optics31, making the observed line intensity extremely sensitive to any Doppler
shift in the line centroid. To account for possible bias in the fits, we use three test
cases: (1) two Gaussian model components with the line widths, redshifts and
normalizations tied together; (2) two independentGaussianmodel components to
data extending to 79 keV; and (3) a single Gaussian model to the 68-keV line,
ignoring the counts above 72 keV. We discuss these three cases below.

As stated above, our background models are limited by Poisson statistics. If the
background were featureless (that is, a smooth continuum) over this region, this
would not affect our line fits. However, because of the background line structure
near 65, 67, and 75 keV (Extended Data Fig. 4, inset), Poisson fluctuations in the
background can affect the best-fit parameters of the line shape, centroid and flux.
Wemarginalize over this effect by generating 1,000 realizations of the background
for each FPM and for each epoch and finding the best-fit continuum and line
parameters.

We estimate our measurement and the uncertainty in the measurement as
follows. The distributions of fits over the 1,000 background realizations describe
the variation of best-fit parameters due to Poisson background fluctuations, and so
we take the mean value of each distribution to be the best estimate of the para-
meter. For each background realization, our ability to constrain each parameter is
derived by traversing x2 (or C-stat in this case) space by varying the fit parameters
according to the covariance matrix, which is driven by the uncertainties in the
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Poisson-distributed source and background spectra. We adopt the mean 90% ‘fit’
errors as the uncertainties on our measurement.
Case (1) produces lines that are systematically shifted to lower energy (higher

redshift) andhigher flux. This points to amismatch between the estimated effect of
the high-energy cut-off estimated in the optics response files and the actual effect
of the Pt absorption. Any assumed relation between the lines (that is, fixing their
widths, relative centroidsor relative fluxes aswehavedone incase (1))will be incorrect
when compared with the data. Because both case (2) and case (3) produce nearly
identical results for the 68-keV line parameters, we choose case (2) as ourmodel of
choice in the main text and report only the fit values for the 68-keV line below.
Results for all threemodels are given in ExtendedData Table 3 along with the 90%
statistical errors. For case (2), this represents an 8s detection.
The NuSTAR effective area has a residual uncertainty of ,10% over the 60–

80-keV band pass, which we add in quadrature to our (larger) statistical errors in
the summary below.
If 44Ti is ionized toHe-like states or beyond, the electron-capture rate is reduced

and the mean lifetime can increase. However, our image analysis above indicates
thatmost of the 44Ti is within the reverse shock and at low ionization. Even if most
of it were already shocked, a detailed calculation37 has shown that the current
ionization state is very unlikely to be as high as required for a substantial impact on
the lifetime.
After combining the statistical and systematic errors, we find a line flux (90%

error range) at 68 keV of (1.516 0.31)3 1025 ph s21 cm22, which corresponds to
an initial 44Ti synthesizedmass of (1.256 0.3)3 1024

M[. The line is shifted with
respect to its rest-frame energy of 67.86 keV and is observed at 67.396 0.21 keV,
corresponding to a bulk line-of-sight Doppler velocity of 2,0506 950 km s21. The
line is also broadenedwith aGaussian half-width at half-maximumof 0.8660.26keV.
Assuming a uniform sphere, then a half-width at half-maximum divided by 0.71
describes the fastest movingmaterial, and so the width of the line corresponds to a
maximum line-of-sight velocity of to 5,3506 1,650 km s21. We caution, however,
that this interpretation is sensitive to the assumptions about the distribution of the
ejecta, but this does place reasonable limits on how fast the ejecta could bemoving
along the line of sight.
If we assume a distance of 3.4 kpc and an age of 340 yr, the farthest the ejecta

could be along the line of sight is 1.86 0.5 pc. If the reverse shock is described by a
spherical shell then its 10099 radius translates into a radial extent of 1.6 pc, and so
the bulk of the 44Ti is within the reverse shock.
Constraints on the supernova engine.One constraint on the explosion engine is
the total 44Ti yield. 44Ti is produced in Si burning in the innermost ejecta of core-
collapse supernovae38 and the total yield, as well as the 44Ti/56Ni ratio is sensitive
to the stellar profile and explosion energy. The 44Ti/56Ni ratio differs for different
progenitors and explosion strengths, and although the high value of this ratio
suggests asymmetric explosions, it is not a direct probe of the asymmetry.
The spatial distribution of the 44Ti is a much stronger tracer of the explosion

asymmetry. In general, the 44Ti spatial distribution traces that of 56Ni. However,
there are a few basic aspects of 44Ti production that argue that, if anything, 44Ti
should be produced farther out and at greater velocities than 56Ni. First, there are
high-density conditions (that might occur in the innermost ejecta) where 56Ni is
produced and 44Ti is produced at a low rate34, arguing that the 44Ti/56Ni should be
lowest in the innermost ejecta. In addition, at low densities, 44Ti can be produced
in partial Si burning where the 56Ni yield is low, producing a high 44Ti/56Ni ratio.
However, these effects tend to be small in most supernovae, and so we assume in

themain text that the 44Ti is a good tracer of the 56Ni yield and that themaps of the
44Ti distribution can directly constrain the asymmetry in the supernova engine.

To compare our 44Ti distributionswith explosionmodels, we ran two simulations
ofCasA (using a 23M[ binary progenitorwith an explosion energy of 23 1051 erg;
ref. 39) using the SNSPH code40,41: a symmetric explosion and a bimodal explosion
with a fourfold increase along the jet axis to match the expectations of normal
rotating models. Extended Data Fig. 3 shows the contour profiles of the 44Ti yield
for these two explosions. Although the symmetric simulation includes extensive
Rayleigh–Taylor mixing, it is unable to reproduce the observed non-uniformity in
the observed 44Tidistribution. Similarly, the off-axis 44Ti argues against the extreme
asymmetries produced by both fast-rotating progenitors as well as jet supernova
engines for CasA, and argue for the presence of higher-order modes in the explo-
sion.With the rise of the ‘collapsar’ engine for c-ray bursts42, alternate core-collapse
supernova engines invoking jets producedbymagnetic fields have also been studied
and suggested to explain remnants such as CasA43,44. These jet-driven explosions
produce extreme bimodal asymmetries and are similarly disfavouredby our results.
Asneither the spherically symmetric nor the strongly asymmetric explosion repro-
duces all of the observed properties of the 44Ti spatial distribution, the progenitor
of the CasA remnant was most probably between these two extremes: a mildly
asymmetric explosion developing low-mode convection.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | The background-subtracted image of CasA in the
65–70-keVband containing the 68-keV 44Ti line showing the significance of
the 44Ti knots. The data have been smoothed with a 2099-radius top-hat
function (dashed circle) and are shown with 3s and 4s significance contours
(green). In addition to the features shown in Fig. 1, here we also show locations
of the forward (R< 15099) and reverse (R< 10099) shocks17 (white dashed
circles), for context. The 44Ti clearly resolves into several significantly identified
clumps that are non-uniformly distributed around the centre of expansion.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | The radial profile of the 44Ti emission. We collect
each photon in annular bins of increasing radius in the plane of the sky without
any spatial smoothing. a, Radial profile of the 44Ti data in the 65–70-keV band
(black) and the radial profile expected from the background images (red),
scaled by the area of each annulus and shown in units of counts per square
arcsec. b, Background-subtracted radial profile. c, Percentage of enclosed flux
in annuli of increasing radii as observed on the plane of the sky. All error bars
are 1s.
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ExtendedData Figure 3 | Simulated 44Ti intensity contours for a symmetric
explosion and a bipolar explosion. The vertical line shows a 49 scale (note
the different spatial scale between the symmetric (left) and bipolar (right)
explosions). The non-uniformities in the observed 44Ti spatial distribution rule
out the purely symmetric explosion, even with extensive mixing. Similarly, the

presence of 44Ti away from the jet axis argues against the rapidly rotating
progenitor that produced the bipolar explosion. We therefore argue that the
explosion that produced CasA is somewhere between these two extremes and
that this is the first clear example of a low-mode convection explosion.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | The background spectral model fit for one of the
CasA epochs. Shown are the data from the background regions (black points
with 1s error bars included but not visible), the instrumental background
(green), the CXB components (blue, dashed is the focused CXB component),
the phenomenological ‘source’ model (magenta) and the total background
model (red). Inset, background spectrum near the 44Ti emission lines showing
the features that we model. The broad lines at 65 and 75 keV are probably
neutron-capture emission features, and the narrow line near 67 keV is an
internal activation line in the CdZnTe detectors. See Methods for more details.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | The significant signals observed in the spectrum
near 68 and 78keV. Top, the black points (1s error bars) are the data shown
after the backgroundmodel spectrumhas been subtracted from the source data.
The red continuum is the best-fit power-law continuum over the 20–80-keV

band pass. Bottom, the contribution to theC-stat statistics for each spectral bin.
The large signals near 68 and 78 keV (the 44Ti emission lines) suggest that an
additional spectral component is required. See Methods for details.
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Extended Data Table 1 | List of observations used in this analysis

Start and stop dates are given, as is the effective exposure of each observation. The exposure has been

corrected for the period during which the source was occulted by the Earth, periods during which the

instrument was not taking data and for the rate-dependent dead time, when the instrument was

processing events and not sensitive to new incident photons.
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Extended Data Table 2 | Best-fit continuum parameters

Results for the considered continuum models. Error ranges for the parameters are given at the 90% level.
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Extended Data Table 3 | Results from spectral analysis

Results for all three spectral models for the 44Ti emission are given with 90% error estimates from the

background Monte Carlo analysis. Errors are the statistical estimates from the fit parameters and do not

include the systematic uncertainties in the NuSTAR effective area.
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